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World Trade Organization was created to govern multilateral trade agreementsCountries victim of trade agreement violations can make the decision to participate in a dispute if they feel it is desirableThis research is aimed at determining the likelihood that these countries will make the decision to participate in a formal dispute
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OUTLINE
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July 24th, 2006 – WTO Director-General Pascal Lamy was forced to halt the five years of negotiating of the so-called Fourth WTO Ministerial Doha Round that began in Doha, Qatar in November 2001.



Disputes in the WTO
– Trade agreement violations

Dispute Settlement Board (DSB)
– Request for consultation
– Establishment of a Panel
– Bilateral Agreement (COOL)

Sanctions
– Retaliation (Banana Case)

INTRODUCTION
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In the occurrence that a member violates a trade agreement an other members can actively respond in the form of trade disputes. Request for consultation is the first step to a formal dispute; if the Dispute Settlement Body (DSB) deems the request valid then a panel is established followed with a series of steps leading to a final ruling. The sanctions determined by the WTO are not meant to be punitive, they are meant to provide the plaintiff with compensation for their loss to be paid by the defendant country.Compensations are determined by the value of trade lost by the plaintiff due to the defendant’s violation of trade agreements. The WTO arbiters estimated the lost of the U.S. exporter to be around $191 million per year and therefore limited the extent of U.S. retaliation to this amount. (Bown, 2009) Real benefits however, is through the abolition of protectionist measures



Horn & Mavroidis, 1999
Bown, 2005

– Participation Likelihood Template
– Retaliation Power

Guzman and Simmons, 2005 
– Power vs Capacity Hypothesis

Goetz & Heckelei, 2009
– Agri-food Disputes

LITERATURE
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Bown empirically proved that the ability to retaliate gives governments the best probability to win disputes (Bown, 2004) and also proved in another publication that the same retaliation power also affects the likelihood for participation (Bown, 2005). Trade Retaliation=Respondent's Exports to Complainant / Respondent's Exports to the WorldGuzman and Simmons, 2005 - The power hypothesis states that countries with less political power are more likely to direct their complaints towards politically weak members while the capacity hypothesis accounts for a country’s income; as income falls, a larger share of its complaints will be directed to higher income members The first and foremost relationships with participation are wealth and power. Guzman and Simmons (2005) have developed and tested the power and capacity hypotheses in order to understand this relationship. The power hypothesis states that countries with less political power are more likely to direct their complaints towards politically weak members while the capacity hypothesis accounts for a country’s income; as income falls, a larger share of its complaints will be directed to higher income members (Guzman and Simmons, 2005). Their empirical analysis finds no considerable support for the power hypothesis but proves the capacity hypothesis to be statistically significant. Goetz & Heckelei(2009) used similar model to Bown, 2005 but failed to collect data specific to each dispute Goetz and Heckelei (2009) narrowed their study to the bilaterally dependent characteristics between members 



RESEARCH QUESTION

“What are the determinants affecting the 
likelihood of participation in formal litigations?” 

- Power Hypothesis 
- Capacity Hypothesis



Power Hypothesis
- Bown, 2005 (Retaliation)
- More power =  Higher likelihood 

Capacity Hypothesis
- States seek larger returns

Agricultural Factor
- Positive effect

HYPOTHESIS
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Previous literature indicates that the probability of realizing benefits (Trade Retaliation) will increase the likelihood of participation most significantly (Bown,2005). Given the entry of new members from developing and emerging countries over the past ten years, it is suspected that results found in previous research are subject to change. The more powerful a country is relative to another, the more likely it is to participateWeaker countries are more likely to participate if larger gains are to be expected from the disputeThe more important the agricultural sector is for a country, the more likely it is to participate in ag. related disputes.



- Data Collection
– 201 cases between 2001 and 2010
– 55 unique, agri-food related cases

•Product specific cases
– Most disaggregated product level of the 

SITC 

DATA
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There have been 201 cases initiated between 2001 and 2010. For the purpose of this study, only cases involving litigations against members applying WTO inconsistent measures on a well defined set of imported food or agricultural products will be used in the sample. This leaves the sample with 55 unique cases each one represented with the most appropriate and disaggregated product level of the Standard International Trade Classification (SITC) All of the trade data was collected from the World Integrated Trade Solution (WITS) 



Three-step Approach:
(1) Determine cases that will make up the 

sample
(2) Determine potential participants that are 

adversely affected by WTO inconsistent 
policies

(3) Collect information for all potential and 
actual participants

DATA COLLECTION
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Data collection process is a very time consuming process which requires many hours of meticulous work in order to be done properlySince all the data must be collected specifically for each dispute and that bias is significant concern when doing so, a stringent process is requiredThree step approach, which was adapted to this study



(A)Top five exporters
(B)Importance of the defendant’s disputed 

market for the potential participants
(C)Importance of the disputed commodity for 

the exporter

DECISION RULE (STEP 2)
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Very important step!!The three decision rules help create a list of the most relevant potential participantsB – Value of the Disputed Commodity’s Exports to the Defendant / The value of the Disputed Commodity’s Exports to the WorldC – Value of the Disputed Commodity’s Exports to the World / Total Exports to the World



WTO	Agro‐food	Related Trade Disputes between	2000‐2010 Used in the
Estimation	
	
Cases	(61)	 DS411,	 DS406,	 DS404,	 DS403,	 DS401/400,	 DS396,	

DS393,	 DS389,	 DS382,	 DS380,	 DS371,	 DS369,	
DS364/361,	 DS357,	 DS356,	 DS354,	 DS352,	 DS351,	
DS349,	 DS343,	 DS341,	 DS338,	 DS337,	 DS335,	 DS334,	
DS330,	DS328/326,	DS324,	DS308,	DS302/300,	DS297,	
DS295,	 DS289,	 DS286,	 DS284,	 DS283,	 DS278,	 DS276,	
DS272,	 DS271,	 DS270,	 DS269,	 DS267,	 DS266/265,	
DS263,	 DS250,	 DS245,	 DS241,	 DS238,	 DS237,	 DS235,	
DS230/228,	DS227,	DS226,	DS223	

	
Unique	Cases	 55	
Potential	Litigants	 835
	
Complainants	 59	
Third	Parties	 157
Nonparticipants	 619
	



RESULTS (COMPLAINANT)
Variable Predicte

d Sign
Complainant

(Marginal Effects)
Bown,2005

Potential Liberalization Benefit
Leadership + .2527*** .0980***

Market Access + .0102 .0090***

Market Diversification + -.0126 -.0290
Trade Balance + .0364* -

Probability of Realizing Benefits
Aid Retaliation Capacity + -1182* -

Capacity to Absorb Litigation Costs
Income + -.0131 .0130**
Experience + .0016** -

Socio-Political & Economic Costs
Corruption Index - -.0087*** -
Fear of Losing Aid - -23.40* -.0210*

Agricultural Factor
Ag. GDP + -.0938 -
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Leadership=Comp𝑙ainant's Disputed Exports to Respondent / World's Disputed Exports to the RespondentMarket Access = Log of Complainant's Value of Disputed Exports to the Respondent Market Diversification=Complainant's Disputed Exports to Respondent / Complainant's Disputed Exports to the World



RESULTS (THIRD PARTY)
Variable Predicte

d Sign
Third Party

(Marginal Effects)
Bown,2005

Potential Liberalization Benefit
Leadership + .0459 .146***
Market Access + .0237*** .013***

Market Diversification + -.0448** -.044
Trade Balance + .0889*** -

Probability of Realizing Benefits
Aid Retaliation Capacity + -7.886* -

Capacity to Absorb Litigation Costs
Income + .1003*** .019***
Experience + .0037** -

Socio-Political & Economic Costs
Corruption Index - -.0013 -
Fear of Losing Aid - 3.941 -.032*

Agricultural Impact
Ag. GDP + .8464*** -
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Although inconclusive at the time Bown, 2005 exposed a similar relationship; that the more reliant (less diversified) the exporter is to the respondent’s market the less likely it is to participate. This relationship can now be validated for agricultural commodities within the 2001-2010 time frame Results show that the less diversified a country is with respect to a disputed commodity, the less likely it is to participate. Intuition would suggest that a larger share into a disputed market would lead to an increased interest in participation, but results prove otherwise when joining in on disputes.



CONCLUSION

Power
- Aid Retaliation

Capacity
- Expected returns

Third Party Participation
- Cost of joining vs. cost of initiating

Agricultural Factor
- Positive effect
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Although power proved to have little effect on the likelihood of participation, the results from power hypothesis (Aid retaliation) suggest that most powerful countries are unlikely to initiate litigation against weak countries (Ag. Disputes)Capacity theory shows that larger expected returns are, the more likely countries are likely to participate.Third party faces much lower costs than initiationAgricultural GDP influence the decision to join in on ag. Related disputes.
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